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"It made everything seem real..."

Students
celebrate
early with
beer, eggs

RYAN RAHRIG, BGSU NEW ORLEANS VOLUNTEER

Despite mayor's plea,
BG bars still opening
early for St. Patrick's
By Dan Myers
RiPOBIER

By the time you read this, there
will already be people knocking.
back green beer downtown.
It's a St. Patrick's Day ritual
several bars have observed for
years, with some opening as
early as 6 a.m.
While Bowling Green Mayor
Mm Quinn sent letters to bars
discouraging them from opening early the last two years, he
refrained from sending any
this year.
"We think the letter had run
its course," he said. "Those who
were gonna cooperate were
going to, and those who weren't
gonna cooperate weren't."
The letters were sent out to
prevent problems caused by the
early drinkers during the day.
"In the middle of the day,
you don't expect to get knocked
over by a drunk walking down
the street," Quinn said. "We've
always felt there's no socially
redeem ing value to serving alcohol at 5:30 in the morning."
Despite the letters, some bars
opened early last year. One of
them was Campus Quarters
Bar and Grill, which opens at
8 a.m. today.
Joe Kostelnik, the bar's owner,
said St. Patrick's Day brings in a
lot of business.
"A lot of the bars obliged (the
city's lettersl and missed out on
that business," Kostelnik said of
last year.
But Bob Everhart, owner of
Ziggy Zoomba's, is playing it safe
— he opens his bar and grill at 11
.nil today.
"1 probably would open eariy if
it wasn't discouraged," Everhart
said. "But I'm not gonna be a bar
that they get their attention on."
He said other bars who open
early are taking their chances of
getting cited.
Ziggy Zoomba's, which is normally open to all ages because
it serves food, will be 21-and-up
only today.
"I'm not gonna worry about
Liquor Control getting their
lundercoverl underage person and trying to get me cited,"
he said.
Kostelnik, whose bar is normally exclusive to 21-year-olds, is
concerned with citations for serving excessively drunk customers.
"We're very good about not
over serving people, |we| make

Photo Prowled
HE-MAN: Ashley Medina, junior, helps lift a house into the air and move it. Students from the University helped Katrina victims with the rebuilding of their homes during spring
break. The Student Construction Management Association sent 21 students to work on eight projects throughout the week.

Students help rebuild hope
SCMA gives their talents to aid in Katrina victims' homes
BylWyOay
REPORTER

StandingoutsideaFEMA-issued
trailer in Mobile, Ala., a mother
describes the emotions of her
young daughter, who wonders
why they remain in the hurricane-ravaged south when so
many others have left.
"Why are we stuck here?" the
girl asks her mom, "Everyone
else is moving away."
Listening to this family's
story made Ryan Rahrig, a doc-

toral student in the University's
Department of Mathematics
and Statistics, realize his spring
break trip spent rebuilding
homes with BGSU's Student
Construction Management
Association
was
worth
every second.
"It made everything seem
real," he said.
Months after Hurricane
Katrina tore through the city
of Mobile, Ala., citizens searching for helping hands to rebuild
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DELICATE WORK: Glass major Josh Haas, sophomore, works
on a self study on how color affects black and white glass. He
will be doing a project on black and white glass.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Requesting Univ.
records takes time
By Alison Kemp

r*

■«■■

dents even found time to tile the
bathroom at the Government
Street United Methodist Church
where they stayed.
Rahrig is not a member of the
SCMA. but when a spot opened
up for the trip SCMA president
Kent Truckor invited him to
go along.
Rahrig didn't expect to use his
knowledge of statistics on the
trip but when a giri in one of the
families \\.i. struggling with her
statistics homework, he volun-

When public records are
requested on the BGSU
campus, the decision ends
up in the hands of one man
—Tom Trimboli, assistant to
the president in the General
Council Office.
In a time where penalties
for releasing confidential
information are sometimes
more severe than cautionary
withholding of information,
Trimboli's system is a safety
feature. It creates conformity
in the way that requests are
evaluated, and information
is released.
Instruction on what records
can and can't be given out is
given to the administration
and the management levels
of various colleges. Trimboli
hopes this information gets
passed from the management
to other employees.
"There are some common misconceptions labout
requesting recordsl," said
Trimboli, adding the request
doesn't have to be made in
writing, the person doesn't

need to identity' him or herself
or state the reason for wanting
(he information.
If information is held
back. Trimboli explains what
information was redacted
—blacked out — or excluded
and why it was held back.
With this system employed
by Trimboli, the laws of what
information is public and
what information is not does
not need to be known by all
University employees. Instead,
everyone needs to know the
three misconceptions
Trimboli said that no one
should be turned away when
making the request.
Instead of one office doing
all the work. Debra Hernandez,
coordinator of national
Sunshine Week events,
wants regular training and
refresher courses.
Sunshine Week is a national
initiative to create awareness
about freedom of information
and open government.
"The people who are the
givers and the gatekeepers

SCMA, PAGE 2
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By Michael J. Snrffen
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Despite the
Sixth Amendment's guarantee of
public trials, neariy all records are
being kept secret for more than
5,000 defendants who completed
their journey through the federal
courts over tiic last three years.
Instances of cuch secrecy more
than doubled from 2003 to 2005.
An Associated Press investigation found, and court observers
agree, that most of these defendants are cooperating government witnesses, but the secrecy
surrounding their records prevents the public from knowing
details of their plea bargains with
the government.
Most of these defendants are
involved in drug gangs, though
lately a very small number come
from terrorism cases. Some of
these cooperating witnesses are
among the most unsavory characters in America's courts — multiRECORDS. PAGE 6
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Federal court
trial files kept
from public
for three years

B6SU.PAGE 6

MONDAY

Sunny

teered to help.
Truckor was glad the group
could help the families in so
many ways.
"It's funny how those things
won; out," he said.
The crew was assigned specific work sites through Volunteer
Mobile. They've worked with several teams, but were impressed
by the amount of work members
of SCMA were able to do.
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FOCUS ON BG: The
pressure is on for the
12th-seeded Falcons as
they head to Indiana
for a first-round NCAA
tournament game
against the UCLA
Km ins; PAGE 10

their devastated homes found
their hammer-carrying heroes
in students like Rahrig.
By putting their classroom
knowledge of construction to
use, students in SCMA were able
to help some families get back
on their feet during spring break
last week.
The crew of 21 students completed eight projects throughout
the week — putting new roofs on
two homes and gutting painting
and dry-walling others. The stu-
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Southern visit aids Mobile, Ala.
SCMA. FROM PAGE 1
Adam Wines, junior, was surprised by their reaction.
"Volunteer Mobile said
we were the most productive
group they've ever had down
then," he said. "We exceeded
their expectations."
But what gave the workers a
true sense of accomplishment
were the expressions of gratitude
from the families they helped.
"After doing the work and
having people thank you, you
feel so good about what you
did," Wines said.
Whtn Iruckor first heard
about the damage caused by
1 lurricane Katrina, he knew he
wanted to organize a trip to help
rebuild the area.
"We've never specifically done
enough service events as we'd

like to. so we thought this was
a good opportunity to take that
on," he said.
The group started raising
money in September to pay for
the spring break service trip.
Stephanie Brown, junior, was
able to raise most of her money
through her job as a manager at
Johnny Rockets in Columbus.
She put a manilla envelope
with a written description of
the project on her office door.
Other lohnny Rockets employees were eager to contribute to
the cause.
"People were just throwing
money in." she said.
When the group left for their
trip, other donations were still
being sent in.
"The trip would not have been
succcssAil had it not been for the
generosity of local businesses.

families, churches and various
organizations," Thickor said.
Though many organizations
— including the SCMA — have
gone to rebuild, SCMA members
have returned to Howling Green
convinced that there is still a
great need for help.
"When you're just driving
around and you see the trailers
out in the front yards and blue
tarps over the houses, it is evident that work still needs to he
done," Rahrig said.
Rebuilding houses wasn't the
only thing SCMA contributed to
during their time in Mobile. The
group's hard work also gave a
little girl a new outlook on her
living situation.
"You know mom, these guys
are working so hard for us," the
girl told her mother. "1 think we
need to stay."

'BCjSlJ (Department of Theatre eZ. <FiCm presents

A robust tale of ambition and deceit...

Lab harms canines
Attention brought to
euthanized dogs put
down in Wisconsin
By Susanne Rust
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL HUT]

A group that advocates for
humane practices in medicine
is urging the Medical College
of Wisconsin to stop using live
dogs in a lab exercise for students, a practice that has ended
in all hut a handful of medical
schools in the country.
The Physicians Committee
for Responsible Medicine
— spurred by two anonymous
Medical College students —
wrote to college administrators
and the instructor asking that
the practice be stopped as outdated and unethical.
The chairman of the Medical
College's department of physiology, Allen Cowiey lr„ defended
the practice, saying that "we
think it provides an educational

surgery, according to the comadvantage" for the students.
In a lab exercise to explore the mittee. Today, the committee
circulatory system that ended says, the only other medical
this month, 52 dogs were oper- schools known to use them are
ated on while under anesthesia I iiuisianaStatc University in New
Orleans and New York Medical
and then euthanized.
College, a privately
"What they are
funded school in
doing to dogs is
"This is an Valhalla. N.Y.
such a betrayal,"
There are 125
said larry llansen,
animal we medical
schools in
a neuropathologist
have
bred
the United States
at the University of
California in San and selected and Puerto Rico
that are accredited
Diego, who led the
for, for
by tlie Association of
effort to end that
university's required thousands Of American Medical
„
Colleges. Of those,
dog lab.
years...
100 —including the
"This is an animal we have bred LARRY HANSEN, UNIV top medical instituand selected for, for OF CAUF. SAN DIEGO tions of Harvard,
Yale and Stanford
thousands of years,
— do not use live
to become our pal,
our companion," Hansen said. animals of any species in their
"They've been bred to be loyal medical school training. The status of the practice at six schools
and trusting."
Many medical schools once could not be confirmed.
used live dogs to teach human
physiology, pharmacology or
ANIMALS, PAGE 6

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

abl&r
6y J-Tenrif^I 6sen
adapted6y Jo fin <Rp6in <Baitz
March 23, 24, 25 at 8 p.m.
March 25 & 26 at 2 p.m.
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
83° Fourth St.

Am
agement

Houses Tor Rent:
122 Vi Frazee Ave.
247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
702 1/2 6th St.
704 6th St.
704 1/2 6th St.

Charlcstown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Contact the <Box.OjJice at 419-372-2719for tickets.

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
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IN STOCK

$1 OFF ANY CD OR DVD
DOWNTOWN BG
128 MAIN ST
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403 S. MAIN ST.
LIMITED TO 5 EXP: • 4-17-06
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UNIV. EDITOR FIRED FOR PROPHET CARTOONS
The Daily Mini editor who decided to publish several
cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad has been fired,
the newspaper's publisher announced. Acton Gorton,
at the University of Illinois, failed to adequately discuss
the publication of the cartoons before they appeared
in print Feb. 9. Because of that, he was removed.

CAMPUS

Improv taught at BG Professors corrupt youth
ByAdamSmertz

By Kara Ohnjren
REPORTER

As anyone who watches SNL or
"Whose Line Is li Anyway?" will
tell you, improv isoneof the best
forms of comedy and is now one
University students will have a
chance to try their hand.
The Career Center, in conjunction with the Theater
Department, is set to host an
improvisal ion workshop taught
by The Second City's Director
of Diversity and Outreach pro-

gram, Dionna Griffin.
The event will take place
tomorrow in room 308 of the
Student Union from 3:30 to 6:30
p.m. The first part of the workshop will consist of a complete
background lecture outlining
The Second City — its history,
alumni and opportunities that
may be available for students.
The remaining time will be
devoted to improv itself.
C-riffin will divide the audience into groups and teach the

The Second City has spawned
such Saturday Night Live and
Mad TV legends as InhnRelushi,
Mike Myers, Hill Murray and
C.ilda Radnor.

getaHfe
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http://events.bg.su.Hlu/

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Research Project Clinics
The University Libraries once
again offer Research Project
Clinics (RPCs) to undergraduate students. RPCs provide
undergraduate students with the
opportunity to work one-on-one
with a librarian on a specific
research assignment. Students

will develop search strategies,
discover various print resources
and services available on the
first floor of the Jerome Library,
and identify online resources for
their topics. Call for an appointment 372-6943.
Jerome Library

nil
Best -selling author David
Horowitz, a leading conservative commentator, has pointed
to academics as instigators of
intellectual corruption.
Horowitz's latest book,
"The Professors: The 101 Most
Dangerous Academics in
America," is the 448-page tome
excoriating "radical academics"
who 'indoctrinate our children."
"These people are dangerous only in that they're endan-

fundamental games and exercises of improvisation, where
participants are on their feet
learning how to work together, explore their creativity and
imaginations and develop selfconfidence in a fun, supportive
environment, according to The
Second City Web page.

10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Sales of St. Patty's Day Gear
Sponsored by Delta Zeta
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Pot 0'Luck Drawing
Sponsored by American Red
Cross BGSU Chapter
Union Lobby

10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
labberwock Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Union Lobby
11a.m.-1 p.m.
Career Services Recruiting
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dodge Ball Tournament Information
Sponsored by the Amencan
Marketing Assoc.
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Soccer Raffle
Women's Soccer will be raffling olf
certificates, a laptop, and a digital
camera
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hunger Banquet Sign-up

gering the academic enterprise,
... Education is die opening of
students' minds. You teach them
how to think: you don't teach
them the right conclusions to
matters that have no right conclusions." I lormvitz said.
He has been a driving force
in a national movemenl to confront perceived liberal bias on
college campuses,
The book includes brief critiques of Michael Berube, a
Pennsylvania State University
professor, and Sam Richards,

Sponsored by Campus Involvement
Union wbby
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
Dinner Ticket Sales
Sponsored by For Your
Intertainment
Union Lobby

a I'SU senior lecturer, among

other academics,
Kenine has taken issue with a
state legislative committee and
has helped establish a chapter
of the American Association of
University I'rofessors.
The I lomwit/ Ixxik suggests
that Remix- "believes in teaching literature so as to bring alxiut
'economic transformations.
Citing excerpts of Benibe's writ
ings, I lorowitz writes that lienilx'
promotes "anti-religious prejudices" [n the classroom.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
IHi BG fifW-

Noon - 5 p.m.
Gaminglest Info
Sponsored by the Gaming Society
Union Lobby
3 p.m.
Future ol the Humanities Panel/
Audience discussion
The Future ol the Humanities: Panel
& Audience Discussion. Please |0in
three of our distinguished faculty
as they present their views on the
luture ol the humanities programs
at BGSU The event is free.
206 Union Theater

Professors perform
in concert Saturday
The University's College
of Musical Arts will present this season's last Young
Peoples Concert, "There's
Uways Room for Cello" at
11 a.m. Saturday' in Brvan
Recital Mall.
Two professors will perlorm works by artists such
as Itach. Tickets are S2 for
adults and SI for children
and will be available at the
door, l-or more information,
call 419-372-8171.

Local church directory
We invite you to worship with us

CatJjoltc Ctjurcf)
Corner of Summit & Clough St.

(419) 352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

Trinity United
Methodist Church

THE ALLIANCE
J

JMATTHIW

28:18-20

1161 Napoleon Road

COC/3

Voice: 419.352.3623
Email: office@bgalliance.org
Web: www.bgalliance.org

CD fl)

W:!0-SunJay School
II id- Contempitran
.Venice
200 Nwlh Summit siircl
Bo"ln» (irttn. Ohio 4M02-2527

nw4i9-3s}-mi

FM4I9-MJ-5HI
I -mail (nniiyn wvnet org
Priming and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of bowling Green

Bowling Green Alliance Church

St Mark's Lutheran Church

Bowling Green Alliance Church
1161 Napoleon Road • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402

ComtAefaaAr*/
AGAPE COLLEGE
BIBLE STUOY...
WORSHIP...
AND MORE!
Saturday Worship
With Communion: 5:00PM

Sunday Worship
8:30AM & 11:00AM

Serving the Catholic Community at BGSU
ST. THOMAS MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH
425 Thurstin Ave. Bowling Green. Ohio
WORSHIP: {across from McDonald Dorm Parking Lot)
■ Weekend Liturgies- Sat. 5pm; Sun 10am, Noon & 7pm
• Sacrament of Reconciliation- 4:15-4:45 Sat. or by appt.
• Weekday Mass- Tues & Thurs 12:10pm, Wed 9pm
in the Prout Chapel
VOLUNTEER SERVICE:
• Opportunity to tutor • Service in soup kitchens
• Involvement in social justice issues, etc.
www.sttoms.com

• - •
OUEGE

■•KANIG Old
DRIVE • 419 353 9305

prayer
8:30 a.m.
Sunday school 9:00 a.m.
worship
10:15 a.m.

KWW'i

419.352.3623
office@bgalliance.org
www.bgalliance.org

THE ALLIANCE
J

JjMMimw
M»mn« 28 18J0
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OPINION

"I've said iflvanka weren't my daughter,
perhaps I'd be dating her."

IXmald Trump during a television appearance with his daughter

STAFF EDITORIAL

Students are lucky on St Patty's Day
You hear it every year, and this
year is no exception: F.veryone's
Irish on St. Patrick's Day.
That doesn't mean students
spend the day sympathizing
with the plight of the Irish into
America or reflect on the conditions that caused the potato
famine. Rather, for many students at the University it means
they'll he heading to the bars
as the sun comes up thirsty
for green beer, and they'll
likely spend the entire day
consuming it.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think St. Patrick's Day
has gotten out ol control on college campuses? Send an E-mail
to thenews@bgnews.com and
tell us what you think, or post
feedback on our Web site.

Only within the past 15
years, though, has St. Patrick's
Day become a holiday associated closely with intoxication at
the University.

( Mher schools have tried to prevent the beer-drinking celebration
by scheduling spring break during
the holiday.
For example, both Miami
I Inivcrsity-Oxford
and
the
University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign have kept students
off campus during die holiday, but
students have resisted by rescheduling the festivities.
Students at Miami created
Green Beer Day, and students at
Illinois have formed a similar tradition so they can celebrate while

on campus a week later.
At BGSII. University and city
officials are on high alert for students attending class intoxicated.
Here's a day when many
students will walk the thin
line between irresponsibility
and responsibility.
The paradox of it is they'll get up
early to drink, but some will care
enough to attend class — it might
be more responsible to simply skip
class altogether.
The simple conclusion to this
dilemma is that students will cel-

ebrate St. Patrick's Day. regardless
of when Spring Break is and if they
have class or not.
The bars certainly stand to
mate a profit and won't miss the
opportunity to do so.
So if you're going to drink,
The BG News wants you to stay
home. Don't go to class drunk just
because you need die attendance
credit, or have an exam scheduled
for today.
And if you do have something
important in class today, think
twice before acting like a fool and

walking into an exam hammered
— you could get more than an 'F/
If you live in Oxford, instructors
have been told to call the cops on
any student who shows up to their
class drunk on Green Beer Day.
What do you think of that,
BG students?
Administrators here haven't created those kinds of consequences,
because it seems our professors
haven't reached the same boiling
point that those in Miami had in
the past
Let's not let things go that far.

Whafs really in your ear buds pgQpjj] Sunshine Week
SUSAN
MULLA
U-Wire Columnist
Vie Collegiate Times
Virginia Tech

When it comes to popular music, we need
to take a closer look
at some song lyrics, because I
think the words pretty much
speak for themselves. In the
song "Soul Survivor" Akon and
Young leezy sing, "Cuz if you
lookin' for me you can find me
on the block disobeyin' the
law." In the hit song "There
it go |The Whistle Songl" the
words go, "Hey girl, you make
my whistle blow."
Now, take a minute and think
of this being the music you will
one day play for your kids and
tell them it used to be what you
listened to back in the day.
Will you be ashamed? Proud?
Ask what were you thinking
back then?
Sure, these songs have
catchy beats, lyrics drenched
in sexual innuendo and serve
as the perfect excuse to be able
to bump and grind wherever
you want. Personally, it makes
me sad that this is what music
has turned into.
These songs are the reason
I dread listening to the "top
40" stations on the radio. Since
when can noise be passed off as
good music? And since when is
a person whistling considered a
musical instrument?
First of all, let's state the obvious. We live in an iPod nation. It
has become the social norm to
walk around with white ear buds
in listening to whatever music
you want.
That's the beauty of it, we

can listen to whatever we want,
customize playlists and most
importantly guys don't have to
lei anyone know that they have
the guilty pleasure of listening to
Kelly Clarkson.
I respect that. Everyone has
his or her own music tastes and
we have die freedom to listen
to just that, but when it comes
to what is considered popular,
whether it's on the radio or on
MTV there doesn't seem to be
any criteria for what makes a
song good.
I would lie naive to think that
everyone likes the same type of
music, but shouldn't there be
some type of boundaries as to
what can be considered to lx¥ on
the most requested list?
This all struck me when I was
searching through my basement
over break and found our old
record player and my parents'
records, which brought back
memories of my childhood and
more importantly the remembrance of music that didn't make
me feel dirty after listening to
it. Stevie Wonder, The Beatles,
Michael lackson (before he
got weirdl. the "Flashdance"
soundtrack and Weird Al
Yankovic's greatest hits could
sum up my early childhood.
These were die records I can
remember growing up listening
to. There is something gratifying about putting a record on
yourself, setting the needle and
listening to a song, but we have
all seemed to have forgotten that.
So press the pause button on
your iPod for a second and listen
tome.
Consider the musicians that
have been deemed "popular" by
today's standards. Thirty years
from now when your kids find
your old iPod and listen to the

music on it, what are diey going
to say?
Think about the song that you
will dance to your wedding I can
picture it now, my kids coming
to me and asking, "Mom, why
was your wedding song called
'Don't cha wish your girlfriend
was hot like me?'" How am I
supposed to answer that?
Is it my fault that popular
music when I was growing up
was tainted with gross lyrics that
really made no sense?
I feel that when it comes
to music tastes there are two
extremes to the spectrum.
There are the people who listen
to the songs that we all hear
repetitively on the radio, which
I guess could be classified as
pop or rap, or let's just call it
crap. And then there's the other
side of the spectrum.
This is where you will find
music snobbery at it's finest.
Music snobbery? 1 can almost
assure you that you know a snob
or two.
These are die people who only
like a band or musician for die
sole reason that they can say
diey are original in being one of
the few who listen to them.
The best way to catch a music
snob is to make up a band name
and ask them if they listen to
them. If diey say they do, then
you've caught a snob.
If the music we pollute the
radio waves with continues on
the path it is going right now,
maybe our next generations
will just be happy listening to
white noise.
It's time to really reconsider
die meaning of good music,
because 1 don't know about you
but there's no way I'm going to
let my wedding song be by some
group called The Pussycat Dolls.

0NTHE STREET
How far is the women's
basketball team going
to go in the NCAA
tournament?

MATT VANW0RMER
SENIOR,
TELECOMMUNICATION

"All the way, national
champions."

ALEXMIK0S
FRESHMAN,
TELECOMMUNICATION

"They'll make it to the
second round."

TARA MILLER
FRESHMAN, HDFS
"All the way."

KATE PHELAN
41

FRESHMAN, MUSICAL
THEATER

"I think we're good
enough to go all
the way."
Bob Enelehjrt. The Association ol American Editorial Cartoonists

ushers progress
This week journalists have
been celebrating Sunshine
ALAN
Week, which is dedicated
CALCATERRA
to giving attention to governOpin i Columnist
ment and public records access.
Also this week, more than 50
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THE OFFICE OF CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT
•Is Sponsoring a Bus Trip*
to the Women's

FOR STUDENTS.

A TICKET TO THE GAME
BUS TRANSPOTRATION TO AND FROM THE GAME

SIGN UP NOW
TO RESERVE YOU SPOT!!!

Game time is approximately 2:30 EST
at Mackey Arena, located at Purdue University
in West Lafayette, IN.
Departing time is 8:00 am on Sunday, March 19,
out of Lot L (located just north of Doyt Perry Stadium).
The bus will return to Bowling Green State University
shortly after the completion of the game.
Come to the Office of Campus Involvement
in 401 of the Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
For additional questions please call 419-372-2343

Signups end at 10am on Friday!!!
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Students are lucky on St Patty's Day
You hoar n cvi p, war. and this
yeai i- no exception: I veryone's
Irish on St. Patrick's Day.
That doesn't mean students
spend the day sympathizing
with the plight of the Irish into
America or reflect on the conditions that caused the potato
Famine, Rather, lor many students at the University ii means
they'll he heading to the bars
as the sun ionics up Ihirsly
Ibr grim
beer, and they'll
likely spend the entire (lay
consuming it.

YOU DECIDE
Do yon think St. Patrick's Day
has gotten out ol control on college campuses' Send an E-mail
to thenews@bgnews.com and
tell us what you think, or post
feedback on our Wen site

Only within the past l"i
years, though, has si. I'atiick's
Day become a holiday associated closely with Intoxication at
the University

Other schools have tried to prevent the beer drinking celebration
in scheduling spring break during
the holiday
l(ii example, both Miami
University-Oxford
and
the
University of Illinois llrhana
champaign have kept students
off campus during the holiday, but
siiulcnls have lesisiod hy rescheduling the festivities,
Students al Miami ereared
(ireen Beer Day. and students at
Illinois have formed a similar tradition so they van celebrate while

on campus a week later.
Al BGSU, llniwisiiy ami (in
officials arc on high alert for students attending dass intoxicated.
Here's a day when many
students will walk the thin
line between Irresponsibility
and responsibility
The paradox of it is they'll gel up
early (o drink, bill some will care
enough to attend class — it might
be more responsible to simply skip
dass altogether.
The simple conclusion to this
dilemma is Ihar students will cel-

ebrate Si. Kuril k's Day regardless
ol when Spring break is and If they
have dass or not
The bars certainly stand to
make a profit and wont miss the
opportunity to do so
So if you're going to drink.
The BG News wants you to stay
home. I )on't go to class drunk just
because you need tire attendance
credit, or have an exam scheduled
for today.
\nil ii you do have something
important in class today, think
twice before acting like a fool and

walking into an exam hammered
— you could get more than an '!•'
If you live in Oxford, instructors
have been told to call the cops on
any student who shows up to their
class drunk on Green Beer Day.
What do you think of that,

BG students?
Administrators here haven't created those kinds of consequences,
because it seems our professors
haven't reached the same boiling
point that those in Miami had in
the past.
l£t's not let tilings go that far.

Whaf s really in your ear buds PEOPLE Sunshine Week
ON THE STREET
SUSAN
MULLA

U-Wire Columnist
/.V( 'oBegiate Tunes
I irginia lirh
When it comes to popular music. We need
to take a closer look
at some song ly lies, because I
think the words pretty much
speak lor themselves. In the
sung "Soul Survivor" \kon and
Young lee/y sing, "( u/ if you
lookin' for me you can find me
on the block disobeyin' the
law." In the hii song "There
it go [The Whistle Song " the
winds go, "I ley girl, you make
my whistle blow."
Now, lake a minute and think
ol this being the music you will
one day play lor your kids and
tell them it used to be what you
listened to back In the day,
Will you lie ashamed? Proud?
Ask what were you thinking
back then?
Sure, these songs have
Catchy beats, lyrics drenched
in sexual innuendo and serve
as the perfect excuse to be able
to hump and grind wherever
\IUI want. Personally, il makes
me sad thai this is what music
has turned into
These songs are the reason
I dread listening to the "top
ID" stations mi the radio. Since
when can noise be passed utl as
good music? \nd since when is
a person whistling considered a
musical instrument?
Pirst of all, let's state the oh\ i
(His. We live ill an iPod nation. It
has become the social norm to
walk around with while ear buds
in listening to whatevei music
you waul
rhat'sthebeaurt ol ii. we

can listen to whatever we want,
customize play lists and most
importantly guys don't have to
lei anyone know that lliey have
the guilt) pleasure of listening to
Kelly Ciarkson.
I respect thai. Everyone has
his oi her own music tastes and
we have the freedom to listen
to iusi thai. Iiul when il comes
to what Is considered popular,
whether its on die radio or on
MTV there doesn't seem lo be
any criteria loi what makes a
song good.
I would be naive to think thai
everyone likes the same type ol
music, bin shouldn't there be
some type ol boundaries as to
what can be considered lo l>c on
the niosi requested list?
I his all struck me when I was
searching through my basement
over break and found our old
record player and my parents'
records, which brought back
memories of my childhood and
more important!) die remembrance of music thai didn't make
me feel dirty after listening to
ii. StevieWonder, I be Beatles,
Michael lackson before he
got weird), the "I lashdance"
soundtrack and Weird Al
Yankovic's greatest hits could
sum up my early childhood.
I hese were the records I can
remember growing up listening
to. There is something gratifying about putting a record on
yourself, selling the needle and
listening to a song, bin we have
all seemed to have forgotten that.
So press the pause billion on
your il'od lor a second and listen
to inc.
Consider die musicians dial
have been deemed "popular" by
todays standards. I hinv years
from now when youi kids find
your old il'od and listen to the

music on ii. what are they going
to say?
Think about the sung thai you
will dance lo your wedding. I can
picture il now, my kids coming
lo me and asking, "Mom. win
was your wedding song called
I Jon't cha wish your girlfriend
was Inn like me?'" I low am I
supposed to answer that?
Is it my fault that popular
music when I was growing up
was tainted with gross lyrics dial

How far is the women's
basketball leant going
to go in the NCAA
tournament?

really made no sense?
I feel thai when il cunies
to music tastes there are two
extremes lo die spectrum.
1 here are the people who listen
to the songs dial we all hear
repetitively on the radio, which
I guess could be classified as
pop or rap, or let's jusi call it
crap. And (hen there's the olher
side (it the spectrum.
This is where you will find
music Snobbery at it's finest.
Music snobbery? I can almost
assure you dial you know a snob
or two.
These are die people who only
like a band or musician for the
sole reason that they can say
they are original in being one of
die tew who listen to them.
Hie best way lo catch a music
snob is to make up a band name
and ask diem If they listen to
them II they say the) do. then
you've caught a snob,
If the music we pollute the
radio waves with continues on
the path it is going riglu now.
maybe our next generations
will just be happy listening to
while noise.
Its time to really reconsider
the meaning of good music.
because I don't know about you
but there's no way I'm going to
let my wedding song be by some
group called Hie Pussycat Dolls.
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A TICKET TO THE GAME
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Game time is approximately 2:30 EST
at Mackey Arena, located at Purdue University
in West Lafayette, IN.

m
Departing time is 8:00 am on Sunday, March 19,
out of Lot L (located just north of Doyt Perry Stadium).
The bus will return to Bowling Green State University
shortly after the completion of the game.
Come to the Office of Campus Involvement
in 401 of the Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
For additional questions please call 419-372-2343

Signups end at 10am on Friday!!!
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Wiegand tells
students to
know limits
BARS, FROM PAGE I

people drink water," he said.
Til be here from o|X'n to close.
It's my business on the line."
Agents from the Division of
Liquor Control's Investigative
Services Unit inspected
Bowling Green's bars the last
two yean,
While Qiiinn asked liquor
Control to send agents again
this year, he didn't know
yesterday if they would
send anyone.
Either way. police will be
beefed up for the day, he said.
Campus
police
Chief
Jim Wiegand said campus
rarely sees problems on St.
Patrick's Day.
"I don't have more stall
|on dutyl hut they're cognizent that it's a big party day."
Wiegand said.
He gave several suggestions to students who do
drink today.
"Know your tolerance level;
don't drink to excess; don't put
yourself in a [xisiiion that you
don't know who you're with,"
he said. Tor females, keep
your drink in your hand and
don't set it down."
As for those who aren't
drinking today, Wiegand
said tolerance of drinkers
is important.
"fry to look alter those people who can't look after themselves," '-"said.

Mr/mm
No Three Tenant Rule Here
321 E. Merry

RECORDS, FROM PAGE 1

pie murderers and drug dealers
— but the public cannot leant
whether their testimony against
confederates won them drastically reduced prison sentences
or even freedom.
In the nation's capital, which
has had a serious problem with
drug gangs inurdering government witnesses, the secrecy has
reached another level — the
use of secret dockets. For hundreds of such defendants over
the past few years in this city,
should someone acquire the
actual case number for them
and enter it in the U.S. District
(xnirt's computerized record
system, the computer will falsely
reply, "no such case" — ralher
than acknowledging (hat it is a
sealed case.
At the request of the AP. the
Administrative Office of U.S.
Courts conducted its first tally of
secrecy in federal criminal cases.
Hie nationwide data it provided
the AP shdwed 5,116 defendants
whose cases were completed in
2003. 2004 and 2005, but the
bulk of their records remain
secret.
"Hie constitutional presumption is for openness in the courts,
but we have to ask whether we
are really honoring that," said
LlUlie Levenson, a former federal prosecutor and now law
professor at Inyola law School
in Los Angeles.
"What makes the American
criminal justice system different from so many others in the
world is our willingness to cast
Some sunshine on the process.

but if you can't see it, you can't
really criticize it." I evenson said.
The data show a sharp
increase in secret can files over
lime as the Hush administration's well-documented reliance on secrecy in the executive
branch has crept into the federal courts through the war on
drugs, anti-terrorism efforts and
other criminal matters.
Ihe percentage of defendants
who have reached verdicts and
been sentenced but still have
most of their records sealed has
more than doubled in the last
three years, the court office's
tally shows.
Of nearly 85,000 defendants
whose cases were closed in
2003, the records of 952 or 1.1
percent remain mostly sealed.
The court office also found a
sharp increase in defendants
whose arse records were partly
sealed for a limited time. Among
newly charged defendants, the
numbers in this category grew
from 9,999 or 10.9 percent of all
defendants charged in 2003 to
11,508 or 12.6 percent of those
charged in 2005.
ButtlieAPinvestigationfnund,
and court observers agree, that
the overwhelming number of
these cases sealed for a limited
time involve a use ofsecrecy tliat
draws no criticism: The sealing
of an indictment only until the
defendant is arrested.
AP'sinvestigationfoundalarge
concentration of both kinds of
secrecy at the U.S. District Court
here: limited sealing of records
and extensive sealing that continues even after the courts are
done with a defendant.

Pigs in class not as touchy
ANIMALS, FROM PAGE 2

Pigs are used at the University
of Wisconsin's School of
Medicine in Madison, hut
according to Ion Sender, a medical school spokesman, only
three are used to cover three
class sect ions of physiology.
Opposition to using pigs

IMMHUM.1

MIMBUHI "ff
■nd ■ lot more units LG. & Swan
Cad foe Info at 419-353-0325 9tm -9pm
or listings available 24/7 a! 316 E. Merrv «3
0fcwtyT8frari.com

is tempered by the fact that
they are bred for slaughter,
not human companionship,
Hansen said.
Completion of the Human
Physiology course at the
Medical College is required
of all first-year medical students. However, attendance is
not mandatory, said Liard, the

instructor. He does not know,
or keep a record of, students
who elect not to take the dog
lab.
This year, 210 students registered for the course and 192
attended the lab. Groups of four
or five students were given one
dog to work with during the
course of five hours.

Requests at BG go through Tom
BGSU, FROM PAGE I

need to know what is available,"
Hernandez said.
Hernandez hopes that training, information about open
records awareness and the university leadership believing in
openness can create an attitude
of openness on campus.
If a decision affects people,
Hernandez believes the people
should have an opportunity
to comment. "Then the people are a part of the process,"
I lernandez said.
At the University of Toledo,
the legal affairs department
and Office of Marketing and
Communications
provide
information about requests for
records at new employee orientation sessions. Information
is continually sent out to
employees, reminding and
refreshing them.
"We make the message as
strongaswecan,"said|onSmink,

ALMOST GONE FOR FALL 2006
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Cases kept secret

Campbell Hill Townhouses - ONLY (1) three bedroom left!!
334 North Main Street - ONLY (2) three bedrooms left!!
Field Manor Apartments - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
522 East Merry Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
501 Pike Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
425 East Court - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!

ALSO FILLING UP FAST...

media relations specialist at UT.
When requests are made, the
marketing and communication
office is eager to assist and get
information to the person making the request.
Strunk added that the UT
Faculty Senate requested a
refresher session. The biggest
point to remind the faculty is
that e-mail is not private because
it was purchased on a computer
with taxpayer's dollars.
People are thinking about
their daily business, not that
what is being written is public
information.
"They |faculty| wake up when
they get a request," Struck said.
If someone complains about
a salary request, Struck said
there's no internal discussion
about releasing the information because Ohio law says that
information is public.
"The law is the law,"
Struck said.

Now Renting for
2006/2007
Coll 353 5800
Visit Online
www.ineccabg.com

Management Inc.
The Jungle
120 N. Prospect
Two 2 bdrms left
675/mo + Utilities
Close lo Campus & Downlown

^I^CA
Campbell Hill Apartments - two bedrooms townhouses
Ridge Manor Apartments - two bedroom townhouses
Frazee Avenue Apartments - two bedroom apartments

tCDAT
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402

Management Inc.
Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
Two 1 bdrms left
Starling al S350/mo + Utilities
Close lo Campus and Downlown

Ohio University has a system
for processing open records
requests similar to BGSU's.
According to their Policy and
Procedure Web site, all requests
should be made to the Office of
Legal Affairs. If a request is made
to an office, the Office of Legal
Affairs should be contacted.
Inspection' of the records
occurs after the office housing
the records is notified of the
request. If a personnel file is
requested, the faculty member
will be informed. Copies of the
documents can be made by an
authorized person.
At BGSU all requests are
supposed to go to the Office of
General Council. A meeting was
held at the end of last school
year to instruct all department
chairs and directors about
important issues on open
records awareness.
Trimboli led the meeting,
highlighting many policies.
"We had so many questions,"
said Vikki Krane, director of
women's studies. She also said
many "what ifs" were asked.
Krane was concerned about
professors that are eligible for
tenure, promotions, or applying
for a job when letters of recommendation are needed. She fears
that people may not be honest
in letters of recommendation
because the letters are open
records.
"People have to be legally concerned." Krane said. "I understand why the records are open
and the hesitancy, but the bottom line is that it is the law and
we have to follow through."
Because of the legal issues,
Krane feels that a refresher
course every two or three years
would be beneficial.
But because of the system
currently used by Trimboli, professors and chairs should not
be providing information. All
requests are to be sent to the
office of General Council — the
University's legal representative.
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Management Inc.
White Castle
610 N Main Si.
3 Mi in - 2 h.nlis
Can have up lo 5 lenanls
Remodeled lasl summer

CORRECTIONS
Word left out of
quotation on Thurs.

Stop by the Office
ol 1045 N Main St
or check website
www.meccaba.com
for complete listing

In Thursday's issue of
The BG News, a quote by Al
DeMaris in "Balance in marriage keeps it together" should
have read "Objectively, the
greater the husbands' contributions in the areas of freedom from physical disability
and closeness to the spouses'
kin, the greater the risk of
divorce."

nmorsMM
St. Patty's
Weekend
(Fri-Sat
OnlyJ
1502 E.

Wooster
B.G. OH
Corned Beef Sand ($3.00)

Open
Thu, Frt, Sat
11am 10pm
Sun
Noon -6pm
Now
accepting
All major
Credit &
Debit Cards

Rib Tipi/Fry ($3.00)

(48)313-3131
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manager; PAGE 9
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Old video games pave the way
Old personality can
be seen in today's
newest video games
By Lincoln Stanley
REPORTER

Forget all your "Halos" and your
"Ghost Recons."
Some of the most popular
games being played today are
almost as old as your average college student.
"This is a generation that was
exposed to console gaming and
highly developed coin-operated
gaming at an early age," said

Blake Steck. editor-in-chief of
"This is a generation Super NFS, which was released
in 1991. Playing hosi to such titles
Gamebattles.com. "As a result,
that was exposed to as "The legend of Zelda: A link
classic games and prolific franchises still hold a spot in many
console gaming and to the Past" and "Super Metmid."
gamers' hearts."
the system tops many gamers
For many gamers, the majority highly developed coin - "Favorite system of time" list.
"It was a very special lime, growof which are in the 18-35 year age
operated gaming at
bracket according to Steck, growing up. you remember playing
an early age."
those games," saidTravis Fish bum,
ing up playing "/ilda" and "Mario"
have endeared them to such classophomore. He also said the Super
BLAKE STECK,
NES was his favorite system.
sic titles and they continue to play
GAMEBAnifS.COM
them regularly.
"It was my first system so I had a
"They are the classics, they are
Bogantz, who owns an Xbox, lot of fun with it."
Even with all the great games
what everyone was brought up Gamecube and PS2, said his
on." said Bill Bogantz, freshman. favorite games are still on available now — Bogantz listed
Resident Evil 4 as his favorite
"Youl've] got to remember the past older systems.
to appreciate the future."
Bogantz's favorite system is the new tide — gamers still some-

time choose older games as their
favorites. For Bogantz. the choice
between his "new" favorite game
and older one was no contest.
"Earthbound is my favorite game
of all time." he said.
Steck believes that the habit of
returning to play older favorites
may die out as technology progresses, however.
"As technology evolves and
next-generation platfonns expose
gamers to a level of graphics and
immersion never before seen,
the technology curve will adjust
accordingly" he said. "Gamers that
once considered Asteroids" and

"Pac Man" vintage gaining will
grow accustomed to the level of
detail provided by upcoming nextgen hardware, therefore making
the leap back a generation that
much more' noticeable."
The love of classic games may
haw roots in other areas beside
nostalgia. With the release of
news consoles, such as the Xbox
360 and upcoming PS3, companies such as Microsoft are making as tittle as $4 a console sale.
They can make as much as $30
for eaclvgame sold, according to
GAMERS, PAGE 9

Taste of Chaos tour
A spoonful of rock makes the chaos go down
By Mike Robinson
REPORTER

DeftoneS

story of

'•■•*w**J55

The Glass City experienced a "Taste of Chaos" last night in the
Toledo Sports Arena.
Geared toward metal and hardcore music fans, the "Taste of
Chaos" tour features many musical acts including the Deftones,
Story of the Year, Atreyu, Funeral For A Friend, Thrice and As I
Lay Dying.
Phil Sgrosso, guitarist for the metal band As I laying Dying,
said he was excited about "Taste of Chaos."
"It's mostly for the kids," Sgrosso said of performing on tour,
"When kids are going crazy and singing along to our songs, that
kind of pumps us up to keep the energy going."
As I Lay Dying was formed in 2001. Sgrosso, who replaced
original guitarist Evan White, defines their sound as being
aggressive metal.
"My dad is the main reason I'm into music," Sgrosso
said. "He kind of forced me into it when I was 10."
In addition to his father, Sgrosso cites bands like
Iron Maiden and Metallica as his major influences.
Without these bands, Sgrosso said something like
the "Taste of Chaos" tour would not exist.
SeanParrnelee.asophomoreatthellniversity,
sawAsILayDyingduringthe'TasteofChaos"
tour on Saturday in Detroit.
"All of the bands had terrific energy,
especially the Deftones," Pannelee said.
"It was a good show, but I don't like the
band Thrice."
the Year
"Taste of Chaos" organizers have
invited many bands to perform,
and they all fit under the metal
and hardcore genre. Like
many concerts, the audience
consists of young adults.
"The audience mainly
consisted of high school
and
college-aged
kids," Parmelee said.
"There were actually a lot of their
parents there

AtreyU

CHA0S PAGE 8

'

Jordan Flowar BGNews

ORDERLY CHAOS: Clockwise: Adam Russell, bassist for Story of the Year; guitarists Nick Hippa and Phil Sgrosso of As I Lay Dying; lead singer Tim Lambesis of As I Lay Dying; and bassist Jordan Mancino of As I Lay
Dying all performed at Toledo's Sports Arena last night. In addition to Story of the Year and As I Lay Dying, Funeral for a Friend, Atreyu, Thrice and the Deftones headed up the tour that ends on April 14 in Montreal.
The tour began in San Diego and continues in Dayton tonight for a special St. Patrick's Day concert.
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'The Hills
Have Eyes

CHECKING YOUR
ffALS"

VIEWS
The City on Film

Fivespeed

By Nick Carrabtne
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This week the Pulse checks the vitals of Nick
Gamero, a sophomore who is majoring in
Spanish.
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HTILS

Age: 19

EYES

Hometown: Medina, Ohio

Alexandre Aja

Morning Over Midnight

I lllllr I liti'M.inimrllt

Virgin Records

rma

Another week another horror
film remake, but at least this
one manages to be much better than any of (he other uiies
recently released.
"The Mills Have Eyes" is a
remake of the 1977 cult horror
film by famed horror dia"ctor
Wcs Craven, about a family who
is stranded in the middle of the
desert and terrorized by the locals
who have been mutated as a
result of nuclear testing, and have
since resorted to cannibalism.
This film would be a lot better if it weren't for the fan that
it follows all of the same horror
cliches that have been seen in
nearly every horror film over the
past 20 years.
"The Mills Have Eyes" shines
though in maintaining the same
no-holds-barred attitude from
the original; no one hen; is spared
from the wrath of the locals, who
go to all lengths to kill every member of the stranded family.
Director Alexandre Aja uses
the same directing style from
his 2003 film "High Tension" in
his American directorial debut
("Haute Tension" was the original
French title of the movie).
Despite the rampant cliches
throughout the movie, "The Mills
Have Eyes" is both entertaining, and disturbing, in much of
the same sense the "Saw" movies were over the past couple of
years. While it s not going to be an
all-time classic, "The Hills Have
Eyes" is worth it for the two hours
of entertainment that it offers to
its audience.

American Diary
Posl 436 Records

Fivespeed's major label debut,
"Morning Over Midnight," is what
would happen if bands could
have babies.
Some of the tracks are reminiscent of Bush, while others are
more like Blink 182.
The album starts out with "Hair
Trade," and transitions into a
deeper, darker and slightly slower
track. "The Mess."
The first two songs essentially
set the tone for the rest of the CD
A few more darker tracks and
it's back to a happier sounding,
more upbeat track, and the cycle
continues through the rest of the
10 songs.
A big bonus to this album is
that each song is unique. It seems
easy for bands today to get stuck
using the same rhythms for just
about every song, but that's not
the case with Eivespeed.
Every song is distinctly different and you know when the
tracks change. Each is recognizable as its own; it doesn't sound
like the song you heard before it
or the one you'll hear after it.
The only real downfall to this
album is that it's too short.
At just shy of 37 minutes, it
left me wanting to hear more. I
wasn't ready for it to be over yet.
Overall, this album is without a
doubt worth even- penny.
While some of the tracks are
reminiscent of other bands,
livespeed definitely has its own
distinct style.
It'll keep you listening to
the end, and maybe even
wanting more.

It took a while for me to get
into The City on Film's latest F.R
"American Diary."
There are many reasons for this,
but it's mosdy because of my own
high expectations of Bob Nanna,
the only singer/songwriter that
makes up The City on Film.
Nanna's name should sound
familiar to indie and emo fans
because he played guitar for
Braid, an early '90s post-hardcore band.
He also sang and played
guitar for the post-punk band
Hey Mercedes, which broke
up in 2005.
"American Diary" is The City
on Film's seventh release, and
only two of the six tracks bear a
resemblance to the style of Braid
or Hey Mercedes.
The album begins with the mel
ancholy "Mary, I'm Ready" and
it is the highlight of "American
Diary" — comparable to artists
Tlliott Smith and leff Buckley.
"Pony's Last Trick" and "You're
(iiiiin.i Need That Patience Soon'
share the familiar sounds of Braid
and 1 ley Mercedes.
"Astray! Astray!" is unlike any
other track in the album and
definitely earns Nanna some
indie cred.
When a reputable artist releases a six-track album, you expect
the best.
But the 15 minute "American
Diary" F.P falls short, and the
last two tracks made it Impossible for me to appreciate the
talent I knew and expected
from Nanna.

—Jessica Xamarripa

—Joe Cunningham

—Emily Rippe

'Chaos' makes its way to Toledo
CHAOS. FROM PAGE 7
too. Also, PETA was there, which
was kind of weird."
Sgrosso said his band is enjoying the tour.
"It's always good to make new
friends on tour," Sgrosso said.
"You hear a certain band's music,
and when you go on tour with
them, you find out that they're
awesome people."
A typical day on tour, Sgrosso
said, involves waking up around

3 p.m.. performing at S p.m.,
watching other bands perform
and "hanging out" until 5 a.m.
Sgrosso and the other bands also
keep busy with the videogame
"Cuitar Hero," in which the player
simulates being a rock star.
Bands usually complain
about how life on the road can
be "grueling." After finding out
how laid back Sgrosso's schedule is, it's hard to take those
bands seriously.
As I Lay Dying has one more

month of the "Taste of Chaos'
tour, and will be recording a
new album early next year. After
the tour is over, As 1 lay Dying
will be heading to lapan, Hawaii
and Australia.
"For now. we're focused on
finishing the tour for another
month." Sgrosso said.
This year's "Taste of Chaos"
tour kicked off on Feb. 16 in
San Diego, Calif. The tour will
come to an end on April 14, in
Montreal, Canada.
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Describe what you do for your major?
I take culture classes along with language classes.
Over spring break I went to a Hispanic leadership
conference. And I recently marched for a voting
act tliat would continue to have voting ballets in
both Spanish and English, because after this year
the)' are trying to change them to just English.
What do you plan to do with your major?
A lot of different jobs are available. I want to work
internationally and go to Peru and talk to people
and write a book on my experiences there. I also
wouldn't mind being a teacher.
What are some of your goals after graduating?
I want to go into Peace Corps., which is volunteering for the less fortunate. I would like to
travel the world and help build villages and teach
people English.
Describe your dream job?
Ijving in New York City and just writing about
people. 1 want to change how things are, because
right now I don't like a Tot of the diings that are
going on in the United States, I would like to
open up people's eves.

What kind of
music do you
listen to?
I like all kinds
of music. I
like Country.
Rap and even
Reggaetone.
which is
Hispanic rap
that is starting
to become
more political.
How do you
NICK GAMERO
feel about
SOPHOMORE
your experience at BGSU so far?
I love BG, It's so easy to get involved with things
and 1 am involved in a lot of things.
If you could meet anyone (dead or alive), who
would It be?
Che Guevara, He fought with Fidel Castro and
fought for indigenous people in Peru and South
America, he stood up for less fortunate people.
What would you like to discuss with him?
I would want to find out what his inspiration was
behind all of his work.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Writing in New York City.

Jazz week approaches
By Chelci Howard
REP0RICR

Anyone who is involved in the
jazz culnire will tell you that it
is not a hobby or passion; it is
a lifestyle. And it is a lifestyle
that has a strong presence at the
University, but waning interest
outside of the University limits.
Jeff I lalsey, professor of Music
Performance Studies, accomplished jazz bassist and former
director of the jazz studies program said this can be attributed
to the fact that the program has
exceptionally strong roots.
"The University has had some
kind of jazz component for
many, many years," Halsey said.
The original program wasn't
a degree program, it was an
ensemble program."
But even though the jazz culture on campus has deep roots,
the Bowling Green community
hasn't been able to achieve the
same success.
According to John Cox, a jazz
D) on WBGU 88.1 FM, there
are only four of five jazz Dls on
independent radio stadons that
provide music to a small population, which forces jazz fans
to rely heavily on recordings or

concerts. A popular venue for
jazz was previously the Easy
Street Cafe, but Cox reported
that the situation ceased due to
low attendance rates and waning interest.
Halsey said an explanation for
this trend could be associated
with the misunderstanding of
the music.
"The community has been
more jazz-friendly in the past,"
Halsey said. "In general, jazz has
been very misunderstood in the
United States. It is America's only
contribution to the musical arts,
but it has not been accepted in
the Western art musical world."
But those who do understand
the brilliance of the genre are
very loyal to jazz and look forward to supporting future efforts,
for the sheer love of die music.
Erin Darnley, sophomore,
agrees.
"When it comesdown to it, jazz
is one of the last pure art forms,"
she said. "There are no bells and
whistles, no frills, no flashy costumes or flying machines; it's all
alxiut the music and the love for
spontaneous creation."
Regardless of the trends in the
community, the University is

working hard to entertain those
who appreciate jazz.
Three student combination groups will be performing Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Bryan Recital Hall. They will
feature numerous different
jazz pieces and one of the
combinations, named Combo
Version 4.0 will be performing
some original music from Per
Ekman, a graduate certificate
student from Sweden.
The College of Musical Arts
will also host "Jazz Week" from
April 3 through April 7.
More information on these
events can be found at the
College of Musical Art's Web
site, http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/music/.
liven though listening to jazz
might take some effort, Cox
assures those who are interested
that it is well worth the time.
"Bran though you have to go
out of your way to hear jazz
as opposed to popular music
and you have to shift through
a couple forms of jazz before
you find one that you really like,
but once you do, it's amazing,"
he said. "It's something that will
stay with you forever."
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Winthrop & Summit Terrace

F«1.

vyinthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd
M-F 9:00-5:06& Sal 10:00 2 00
419.352.9135

Find More Coupons @ thelirsman.com

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
STILL AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2006.
Amenities included in many of our house*
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Mat homes are NEW or REMODELED

419-352-5620
Stop on by or call us!
Air conditioning
Gas log A replaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available]
Microwaves
Wolk in closets

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

G«EIM1«IA«, INC.

NEWL9VE
Rentals
Affordable Housing

*

320 ELM ST One/two bedroom furnished
spacious apartments. Close to campus. FREE
WATER AND SEWER. TENANT PAYS ELECTRIC
128 W. Woost.r St Efticiency/one bedroom
apartments above downtown business. Cat
permitted. FREE WATER AND SEWER
TENANT PAYS ELECTRIC.

a

332 S. Main
newloverentals.com

507 E. Merry St.: Large Iwo bedroom
furnished apartments across from camous
FREE WATER AND SEWER, TENANf
PAYS ELECTRIC
117 1/2 Lehman Three bedroom
untumished upper duplex. Close to
downtown, off street parking
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

A SLAUGHTERHOUSE MANAGER
By Matt Entrap
REPOBTER

Brian Contris is in the killing business, and business is good.
As vice president and manager
of Pioneer Packing Company Inc.
his main duties include buying
hogs for slaughter and selling the
meat afterward,
"I like it up here because it's a
lot cleaner," he said.
"Up here" is the front office
at Pioneer Packing and is only
about 30 feet away from where
the real action goes down.
From stuffed toys, figurines
and wind chimes to a framed
poster reading, "flogs are beautiful" one might get the impression
that this is a pig sanctuary rather
than a slaughterhouse.
Some might shudder at the
thought of killing for a living but
Contris has been around it his
whole life. His family bought

Pioneer Packing in the 70s and
he has been stopping by ever
since he was a child.
After dawning a hair net and
maroon lab coat, Contris began
his many jobs he has held at the
slaughterhouse.
First up was the room aptly
titled "the kill floor." Despite the
messy activities that take place
there, it's actually very clean.
Workers use hoses to spray down
floors and equipment on a regular basis.
Before anything can happen
the hogs must be immobilized.
Contris explained that once
the hogs are restrained they
are stunned with 800 volts of MESSY: Brian Contris works as the
electricity.
"After the hogs have been and center. After they've been
stunned they're totally uncon- stunned the hogs are hcxiked
scious; they can't feel a thing," tiirough dicir back legs and hung
upside down on a conveyor line.
Contris said.
The next part was up-front While all the hogs remained

Old games have class
GAMERS, FROM PAGE 7

Sleek. This can lead to a deluge of
bad games hitting the market.
"Older titles arc traditionally perceived as "higher quality" due to
the fact that in 1990 there were
5 percent of the game developers in existence today," said Sleek
"Companies were not multitasking
and developing each title was far
more labor intensive."
Fishburn agrees with this
assessment.

"The majority of the games
just aren't that good," he said.
Fishburn feels there was more
originality in the Super NES days
than there is today.
No matter how you feel about
classic versus current gaming one
company plans to offer both.
Nintendo is set to release the
Revolution console late this year,
and aside from playing all new
games, the machine will also play
a slew of classic Nintendo games,
all the way back from the 8-bit era.

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second, #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $660.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $660.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers - 1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
2,9 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Belli
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Brand New for Fall '06
Deluxe 1 bedroom Apts.
• 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments
• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
•Plenty of Parking!

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities
vOv

GREENBR1AR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.grecnbriarrentals.com

Milt Enliup BG News
manager of a local slaughterhouse.

motionless, Contris said it is not
uncommon for muscle spasms
to occur, causing the hogs to
seem conscious.
Next, a worker standing on a

platform severs the jugular llir
hog drains at the "bleed station"
for about 30 seconds Ix'fore moving to the next station.
Still hanging on the coin even.
workers skin and gut the hog.
At this point a USDA Inspector
Checks all of the guts as well as
the amass.
"100 percent of our product is inspected by the USDA,"
Contris explained. "We have
people here 24-7 looking ovei
us like Big Brother."
The meat that passes inspection is checked for hair one last
time, washed and sent to the
de-boning room. Meat that fails
inspection is put in witli other
extra parts and sold for use in
pet food and makeup, as well as
many other uses.
in the de-boning room, meal
is cut into smaller portions
and sent clown a conveyor bell.

Standing on either side of the belt
are alxiui a dozen workers who
trim off the fat and excess pieces
of meal.
The extra pans from the detailing process area iDected and
ground up before being sold for
sausage making. Once separated liy cut the meal is stored
in a giant cooler until ii can I*'
shipiied later thai day.
Very few machines ate used

throughout the entire process.
Aside from the conveyor line, a
machine that pulls on the hide,
the grinder and the saw the) use

to cut the large pieces of men.
everything is done by hand.
I hough

some

may

view

Contris' line t>t work as barbaric
and unnecessary he defends it.
"A majority of Americas population does eat meat," he said. "We
understand peoples concerns,
hut it Is our WOT of life

BG SPORTS

MARCH MADNESS: #5 SEED NEVADA FALLS TO MONTANA. BGNEWS.COM

BRIEFING
IHE BG NEWS
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BG News tourney
pool kicks off

March 17,
2006

Forty-seven brackets were
turned in for the fourth annual
BG News NCAA tournament
pick 'em contest. Of the 47, eight
participants correctly called
Montana's upset over Nevada.
Stay tuned to find out who wins

www.bgnews.com/sports

the prizes, totaUng $125.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

SOFTBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Falcons flock
south again
for Flonda
tournament

Tall order for the Falcons
First round match-up
UCLA boasts eight
players over six-foot

10-7 BG to compete
in last regular season
tourney this weekend

By Ryan Autullo
SPORTS EDITOR

Kate Achter knows about UCLAs
fast-paced offense and its success from long range.
But the BfiSU point guard is
curious about at least one aspect
of the Falcons' first round opponent in the NOW tournament
"I don't know what they feed
them," Achter said.
The answer apparently isn't
found in cafeterias at MidAmerican Conference schools.
The P'cons, who went unbeaten
in the MAC before winning all
three games in the league tournament, don't usually come across
guards who pull down 8.2 rpg like
UCXAB 6-foot Noetic Quinn. Nor
are they forced to design a gameplan to stop 6-foot-4 forwards
like the Bruins' lindsey Pluimer,
who averages 10.8 ppg.
As in football, tidier, larger players generally bypass opportunities at MAC universities to play in
larger conferences.
"We build our program to win
MAC championships and not
national championships, and
you can get away with undersized post players in our league,"
said BG coach Curt Miller.
BCi will face possibly die most
height its' seen all season when it
meets the fifth-seeded Bruins at
approximately 2:30 p.m. Sunday
at Purdue University. UCLA, 2010 and winners of the Pac-10
tournament, has a roster packed
with eight players 6-foot or taller,
including three who stand at 6-4.
BG, contrarily, has just five players at 6-feet or taller, and three of
them come off the bench.
"We haven't seen that type of
size in [the MACI," said BCi forward Ali Man.
Fortunately, for BG, four of
the Bruins' 6-footers aren't critical components in terms of the
slat sheet. Emma Tautolo (6-2).
Consuelo Lezcano (6-4), Brittany
Ringel (6-1) and lulia Pitts (6-2)
BASKETBALL, PAGE II

ByDanWyar
REPORTER

After spending all of last weekend in the sunshine state, the
Falcon Softball squad makes its
second trip down to Florida for
the University of South Florida
Speedline Invitational in Tampa.
The Falcons go into the USF
Speedline Invitational with a 107 record after playing in three
tournaments so far. This weekend's is the final one before the
Mid-American Conference tournament and possibly the NCAA
tournament that follows.
"I've heard a lot of good things
about this tournament," said
junior leanine Baca. "It's supposed to be bigger than all of our
other tournaments so far and
it's probably the second largest
tournament we're going to be in
this season."
The team has been practicing
for months and still hasn't left
the friendly confines of the Perry
Field House to practice outside.
"We have yet to go outside
and practice and you can see it
in some of our defensive plays
with ground balls," said assistant
coach Kylelamieson.
The Falcons will open play in
Tampa Friday, with its rust game
against Troy University (13-14)
and later on against Towson
University (7-9) and will face 0-12
George Mason Saturday.
"We're trying to preach right
now that we've got to play at the
level we're capable of playing at
no matter what name is on the
other team's jersey," said assistant
coach Kyle lamieson.
After 17 games last season, the
Falcons stood with a record of
4-13, but have reversed their fortunes so far and look to keep the
solid play going this weekend.
Brandon Heiu BGNe*s

EYE ON THE PRIZE: Carin Home shoots over a Buffalo defender earlier this season. BG, a #12 seed, will play #5 UCLA in West Lafayette, Ind.,
on Sunday. The Falcons (28-2) are making their second straight appearance in the NCAA tournament after winning the MAC tournament.

For a complete version of this
story visit wimv.bgnews.com.

TENNIS

GYMNASTICS

Falcons welcoming a visit home Freshmen spark
After long stretch on
the road, BG returns
home for senior night
By Colin Wirson
REPORTER

The season is coming to a close
for the BGSU gymnastics team
and they would like to end it on
a good note. After a rough stretch
of road meets, the team will
return home for their final meet
of the season.
"We pulled it together a lot,
these last couple of meets have
been really good for us," said
senior Jessica Guyer." I think we're
going to peak at the right time."
A meet in the friendly confines

of the Eppler Center Gymnasium
may be just what the Falcons
need at this point in the season.
Iniuries have given the Falcons
problems, but they aren't counting themselves out.
"Being at home in front of our
home crowd and in front of the
parents, I think a lot of positive
tilings will factor in for us," said
BG coach Dan Connelly. "I'm
pretty excited."
Tonight's meet is against
Eastern Michigan University and
will be senior night for die Falcons
BG will try to win its second conference meet of the season and
fourth overall. The Eagles are 3-2
in the Mid-American Conference
this year and 8-6 overall.

"Its my last home meet so I'm
excited, but its also sad," said
Jessica Bradley, a senior.
Guyer and Bradley will be competing for die last time at their
home gym. Marie-Eve Boisvert
will also be recognized as well as
assistant coach Melissa Bruch.
Bruch has been witii the team all
four years but stopped competing due to an injury and joined
the coaching staff.
"I'm a little nervous since it's
my last [meet] here, but normally
when I'm nervous it kind of helps
with my adrenaline," Guyer said.
Despite what has happened
throughout the course of the season.a well-executed meet tonight
could help to encourage the team

going into the conference meet.
A good performance at the MAC
Championship might help the
team forget about its struggles
from the rest of die season.
"I think we've learned a lot
over the course of these five
meets on the road," Connelly
said. "Those types of road trips
are tough even when you're on
your game and we certainly
haven't been on our game."
The Falcons were without
Jacque Bemhardt last week who
was ill and could not make the
trip to William and Mary. Also,
Guyer* back did not allow her
to continue to compete after she
had finished on the vault. Both
GYMNASTICS. PAGE II

hot tennis team
By Brooks Obermeyer

REPORTER

The BGSU tennis team will
return lo action Saturday
when it hosts the Ferris State
Bulldogs. The Falcons are
fresh off their spring break
trip where they won all three
matches while surrendering
just two points.
BG (10-4) will bring in an
eight game winning streak
against the Bulldogs. It matches the longest streak in the last
eight years for the Falcons.
This is the last non-conference match for BG before they
begin their Mid-American

Conference schedule.
The Falcons are paced by
senior co-captain Heidi Romer
and freshman Kelscy Jakupcin,
who are 10-5 and 11-2, respectively, in singles play this year.
Another freshman making
headway is Stefanie Menoff,
who is 9-2.
The stellar play of the freshman duo is no surprise to BG
coach Penny Dean.
"They have been here almost
a year now," Dean said. "They
are pretty much sophomores."
Dean is also impressed with
TENNIS, PAGE 11

LACROSSE

No coach, no problem for club lacrosse team; to open season Sunday
By Heather Riedet
REPORTER

Adrienne Borgstahl, a sophomore,
is excited to see how the women's
club lacrosse team will do against
Two big rivals this Sunday, not only
because she's a part of the team,
but also because she's the coach
The team will race Kent State

University and the University of
Toledo lacrosse teams this weekend led by Borgstahl. who was
chosen to run the team.
"There are 24 players this year
and everyone puts in a lot of input
for when practices are and what
we need to work on," Borgstahl
said. The team needs at least 12

people to play in a game
"I have a really good background on lacrosse because I
played for four years in high
school at St. Ursula in Toledo,"
Borgstahl added. "I had a really
good coach there that taught
me a lot."
Megan Yodzis, her fellow team-

mate, is experiencing her first year
with the club team and she is getting used to the fact diat there is
no real head coach
"The whole no coach thing is
really different," Yodzis said. "I
didn't like it at fiist because I was
set in a way where we had strict
practices. I think that it's jus. more

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.B6IKWS.C0WSP0RTS
\>

laid back rather than a hard-core
varsity sport."
Even Though die team is more
lenient with practices than varsity
sports, tliey are dedicated to their
team. They are ready for a season
filled with tough competition and
although they might not practice
on a set schedule all the time,

Yodzis said they'll be prepared to
play teams like UT and OSU.
"I'm excited to play UT. We beat
them last year and so I'm just
excited to see what happens this
year," Borgstahl said.
For a complete version of this
story visit www.bgnews.com.

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Senior Romer saves the best for last
TENNIS. FROM PAGE 10

the play of Romer this season.
"She is playing the best tennis
of her entire career," Dean said.
"She is hitting the ball better and
harder than ever before. It's great
to see her play this way in her
final season."
Ferris Stale will be playing in

their first match of the spring
season. In the fall the Bulldogs, a
Division II team, went 10-2 overall and 8-1 in the GUAC. The
Bulldogs are familiar with the
Falcons, after playing in BG's fall
invitational.
"They are a darn good team,"
Dean said. 'They are strong at
the top of their lineup and strong

with their bottom three."
Ferris State might be without
its top player, Molly Basha, who is
recovering from a shoulder injury. Even without the Bulldogs'
top player, coach Dean expects a
competitive match.
"It is going to be a really good
match, knowing their players
and how they played at our invi-

tational in the fall," Dean said.
The first serve is scheduled for
1 p.m. at Bowling Green's Keefe
court if weather permits. It will
be the first match this spring the
Falcons will play on campus.
BG was undefeated at Toledo's
Shadow Valley Tennisand Fitness
Club through the early portion of
their schedule, going 5-0.

Injuries plague gymnastics team this year
GYMNASTICS, FROM PAGE 10

Both girls expect to be back this
week. The Falcons are still without Candice Deacon (kneel,
Boisvert (kneel and Sakura
Tomita (ankle). Although the
injuries have been hard on the

Falcons, they also may have
brought them together.
"They're good friends outside
the gym as well as in the gym
and that makes a big difference,"
Connelly said. "They grow to
trust and depend on each other
and go through thick and thin

together and that's certainly
what it's taken to get through
this season."
At 7 p.m. tonight in F.ppler
Center Gymnasium the Falcons
hope to win their first meet since
lanuary 28. They have dropped
six straight meets since beat-

ing Illinois State in their third
meet of the year. It has not been
a smooth ride, but the Falcons
hope to finish strong.
"We'd always like to come
out with a win," Bradley said.
"Especially after the ups and
downs of this vear."
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Personals

Help Wanted

Paghais Pizza & Campus Pollyeyes
Say UCLA WHO?
Go Falcon Ladies

FULLTIME NANNY
Seeking full time, exp nanny lo care
tor 1 intant in our home Starling mid
July 2006. Excellent compensation.
Relerences
required
Call
419-878-3039. tor more info

ALL-YOUCAN-EAT soup salad
and breadsticks M - F11 -2
SS.25 at CAMPUS POLLYEYES

Wanted
1 -4 summer sublsrs needed 4 bdrm
house, corner ol 4th St Avail MayAug.. turn, or untum. Big porch. W/D
CHEAP RENT Call 937-371-1257
or mdichir@bgnet bgsu edu
Graduation tickets, willing to pay.
$25 ea. Price negotiable
Call Brett Troyan 740-5038066.
Organist wanted to play lor
May wedding Will be paid.
Please call 419-3780022
Summer sublsr wanted. Copper
Beech Townhomes. 1 -4 bdrm. unit
Personal bdrm & bath Furnished.
Internet & cable included Deposit &
rent negotiable 419-2030580.

Help Wanted

BG needs to keep up with Bruins' tempo
BASKETBALL. FROM PAGE 10

combine for an average of just 1.4
ppg. Still, Miller would rather not
allow UCLAs height to become a
major factor, something he thinks
can be done if the liilcons can
keep up with the Bruins' tempo.
"Certainly we can't get into a
talent match-up on a one-onone game with them, but we'll try
to come with the team concept
that we'll do what we do best and

try to keep the floor spread and
attack offensively," Miller said.
Though the Falcons haven't
faced many teams that compare
in si/*.- to UCIA, they regularly scrimmage against a squad
comprised of men from the
University.
"They've done a great job of
preparing us the whole year for
athletic, big teams," Achter said.
Notes: Achter. like most of the
Falcons, probably tuned into yes-

terday's first round of the NCAA
metis' tournament. But Achter.
who grew up in nearby Oregon.
Ohio, spent many March days taking in the women's tournament.
"Watching Tennessee go 39-0 |in
1997-98], that's what 1 remember
most about college basketball
when I was younger," he said....BG

forward Jessica McKenzie spent
last year watching the Falcons on
TV in the NCAA women's tournament just days after her Wtet
Muskingum team was eliminated
from the OHSAA tournament.
"When they went to the NCAA
tournament it was like, Wow, I'm
going there next year.'"

I Preferred
Properties Co.
M

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www prefer/edproperhesco com

• Fox Run Apts
• Piedmont

• Mini Mall Apts.
• Triplex

• Updated Btrchwood
* small peft allowed

• Houses

See our webiite or
call lor more details

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegraen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

ENGLISH MAJOR TUTOR/WRITER
to help wilh composition ol formal

essay. Call 419-409-0313
'BARTENDING' up lo $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided

Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174
Full and Part-Time positions
available lor lawn maintenance.
(4191-3541923

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin

MAKE YOUR HOMI AT:

'Home away from Home"

Consultants needed No experience
necessary High income potential
More into call Kyle 419-619-9064

City of Bowling Green-Parks A
Recreation Department
Special Program
Specialist-Fitness Instructor.
Part-time temporary position.
This position is responsible lor instructing fitness and wellness related classes lor the patrons ol the
Bowling Green Training and Community Center in the capacity of the
multi-purpose room under the direction ol the Facilities Coordinator Responsible lor ensuring the salety
and satisfaction of Illness class
users and enlorcing all safety and
health rules uniformly Knowledge ol
community center slatting and programming related to fitness programs and services in a municipal
parks and recreation setting preferred. This is a part-time, temporary
position without Innge benefits
Work may involve irregular hours including nighl and or weekend meeting and programs. Applications will
be accepted Mon-Fri Irom 8am4:30pm in the Personnel Department. City ol Bowling Green. 304 N
Church St. Bowling Green. Ohio
Resumes alone are unacceptable
For more inlormation call the Personnel Department at (419|-3546229 Email address:
i BGPBtsQnnfllOugohio.oiQor go to
www.bgohio.org. Deadline lor making application is 4 30 p.m.
March 23. 2006 AA'EEO

HOTEL _

Summit Street
— APARTMENTS ^—
•Furnished
•Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
•2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S3! 5/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S4007mo ■* electric

...

I

r-'r •-- \
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Help Wanted

INTERPRETER WANTED
We are in need ol an interpreter
that speaks MANDARIN and/or
CANTONESSE tot a Kndg & 1st
grader Please contact1 Fremont
City Schools. 1220 Cedar St
Fremont OH 43420.
Attn: Greg Clark <419> 334 5433

Attention Needed At Once.to earn
$1600 mo No experience necessary
training is provided Immediate
Spring Break & Summer work is
available Scholarships & paid
internship programs available with
this company. Apply now to hold
this position. Call now for interview.

Mike's Parly Mart is a popular, fun.
friendly family owned business. 2
part-ttme sales clerk positions available. 14-27 hours per week Must
be friendly, neat, honest, dependable, good work ethic, desire steady
employment throughout the year,
and be available weekends and
some weeknights. Apply 3/15-3/17
from 8am-4pm 834 S Main St BG
(located by Blockbuster Video)
419-352-9259
Summer 2006 income opportunity
Aqua Pro student franchises. A residential power washing business.
Net $1200 per wk Be your own
boss & profit. 866-275-2782
Summer Camp Counselor for children wdisabilities. Must have
strong work ethic & be interested in
making a difference in the life of a
child. $7-$11 hr.. 35 hr/wk. summer
only. 5 sites in Summit County. OH
Must enjoy outdoor activities Visit
www akroncyo org to download an
application from the Job Opportunities link. EOE.

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

Help Wanted

3 bdrm. 1 bath, close to campus.
pets ok $900. mo utilities
419-352-6948.
3 Leasers needed Aug 06-Aug 07
at brand new Enclave Encore. Hot
tub. pool, big screen Call Chesea
at (937)-776-4648

30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & sludio starting ai $355
419-3520590
317 Manville Ave. 1 bdrm. apt
Quiet surroundings $335 per mo
plus gas& elec. Need sublsr tor smr.
May-Aug Contact Lindsay
937-307-0905
4 BR 2 BATH HOUSE @ 1220 E
WOOSTER AVAIL 5'20/06
1200.'MO - UTIL. 419-352-1104.

For Rent
"Houses Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU
5 6 bdrm 321 E Merry #C
3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E Merry
2bdrm 304E CourtUp+326 Leroy Dn
Apts 1 & 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E Merry
♦ More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also
Apts & rms. avail now. low as $199

Avail. Aug 15. 2006 1 bdrm apt
443 N Enterprise 2 bdrm apt.- 112
Ridge St 686 4651,419-308-2458

12 mo. avail in May. W/D. C A. 1 12
baths. 4 bdrm . 2 car garage.$1350
mo. plus dep 419-836 7674 or
419-360-6060.

127 Georgia Ave.
718 Third St
226 E. Merry
220 Dill St.
218 Dill St.
202 E. Merry
227 E Reed
606 Filth St
Call 686-4651 or 419-308-2458
lor mtormation.

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Call 353.5800

3 bdrm house recently renovated
New D W and W/D. avail May
12 mo. lease. No pets. $675/mo
plus util. 419-354-8146 after 3 pm.

Visit Online

11/^ (/1 ms£*c {f ///«. WUtd

ACROSS

Available August 15. 2006
The following 3 bedroom houses
are in excellent condition
and all close lo BGSU,

BG Apts-818822 2nd St
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 - gas'elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

Management inc.
Ilillsdule Apts.
I0K2 Fairview Ave
l&2bdrms/3hdrmTwnh
Dislm.^hcr/Ciarha^c Disposal
Air ('oiulition/Washer/Dryers m
2/3 bdrm./Internet special/
Carports/ BCiSU Bus Shuttle

AfgKCA
Management Inc.
M. Ill/Ml,

710 N. BnterpriM
I & 2hdrm jpi.

Dishwuhei/QaibiflBDuposal

ALT STADIUM SKATING

Party

1 available f.ir birthday
1. .. 11. -. «.r .mi.ll Rniup.
(all n.r Inror.iialloM

Management Inc.
215 E. Poe

V FOR VEHDETTAim I 20 A 15 71010 0012 30
IHt PINK PANTHER t«) 1 45 > 30 7 00 MO
CURIOUS GEORGE IGI I 003055 107.15
FIREWALL (PO-13)
9:20
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS (PS-Ill
100
3 10 5 20 7:30 9:40
SHE'S THE MAN IPG-13I 1 45 4 30 7:00 9:30
FAILURE TO LAUNCHlPC-13)I 304 15 7109:40
1HE SHAGGY 0OG|rG)1215 3 00 5 IS 7 30 9 45
THE HILLS HAVE EVEStm I 45 4 20 7 00 9 30
AQUAMARINE |PG|
1.45415 7:009.30
16 BLOCKS IPO-Ill
1304307:15945
EIGHT BELOW (PCI
1 304 15 7 00 940
DATE MOVIElPO-lll 1 15 3 20 5 25 7 30 935

UN0ERW0RL0 EV0LUTION|»|4 0O7 00 9 30
THE RINGER IPS-IS)
510 710920
FUN WITH 0ICK t JANE IPG-UI5 20 7 209 30
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WAR0R0BE IPCI4 00 7 00 9 45
TOURS MINE AND OURS IPGI5 107 10910
CHICKEN LinLE IGI
500700900

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Eff. 1 bdrm / 2 hdrms
Starting ai S253/mo
Laundry on site
15 minute walk to campus
BGSL' Bus Route

Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St
Two story duplexes
^ bdrm/ 2 hatlw dishwuher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Launiirs on site

37 Hankerings
36 Expose, as a coverup
39 Parts of brains
42 Sturgeon roe: var.
43 Man's bar?
44 Iris rings
46 Mimic
47 BMW rival
49 In regard to
50 Test score
51 Paramour
54 Mine entrance
55 Korean leader
Syngman
57 VCRs' go-withs
58 Dawn moisture
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AIGHT YE

203 N. Main ™«D1f.U.V6RV
S3

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

.''Minimum

See our coupon menu
I In the telephone directory or
I ask about our SPECIALS
352-5166
'.plsanellot.com

HI

- Lunch Fn. • Sat. • Sun.

^

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Call now and ask about our specials
1 and 2 bedroom apis, available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office Open 10-2M-F
www.bgapartments.com

LG 2 BR TOWNHOUSE. VAULTED
CEILINGS. SPIRAL STAIRCASE,
GARAGE, DWASH, A/C
CALL 419-352-1104.

Subleaser Needed
Big, Spacious House.
$275 mo - utilities. 330-701-8575

Close lo campus. $490 mo. plus all
util Small pets OK w'dep Available
immed„ May or Aug 419-409-1110

Large 3 bedroom. C/A 125 Crim
12 mo. lease, available in August
$1000/mo. . util. {734)-789-8477.

Close to campus. 3 bdrm home.A/
C. basemen!, newly decorated vail.
in May $875<mo 419-878 5626

One 3 bdrm.S one 4 bdrm. houses.
1 bdrm apt. All avail May. 1 yr lease
Close to campus. 419-787-7577.

Marten Rentals - 352-3445.
' 2 bdrm turn apts. • 704 5th
• leases for summer only, 9 mo. & yr
" 2 bdrm. unfurn. 710 7th St.
' 601 Third. 1 bdrm. tor grad studts
* Very nice large house avail. May

NEWIWE

Seeking 1 additional female roommate 3 bdrm, 1.5 bath, house on S
Summit, from 8/15/06-8/15/07. Rent
is $350/month * utilities Call Kristi
for details al 419-494-6911
Sublsrs. needed May-Aug. 2 bdrm.,
1.5 bath, close to campus. W/D.
DA/V. huge bdrms $277 ea. room
419-310-0005 or dgott1r@bgsu edu

Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or othe.- professor. 5 bdrm. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
$255/ mo Includes all utilities. Call
after 7 and leave message.
(419)3525523.

Great house.& location. 3 5 bdrm.
3 bath large yard., 2 car garage,
patio, AC, W/D. 353-7374.

Suited for Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Ottice Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired

Roommate needed May 06-07
Close lo campus
Call 216-789-7200

Suited for Grad. Senior Housing
Highland .Management
Homestead/Liberty
t and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired
Summer rmtes. needed. Fully furn.
3 bdrms , 2 baths Close to campus
$400 mo incl. util 419-262-1368.
Three Bedroom Houses tor Rent
12 mo. lease - starting May 06
453 S. Prospect A - $690 . util.
605 5th St. A - $699 ♦ util.
609 5th St - $900 . util
419-352-8917
Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

No Noisy Neig,

Rentals

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

GREAT JOB

c?

GRADUATE HOUSING

OPPORTUNITIES!

E- QUIET ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS EACH INX
CLUDES A/C. QUITE OFF STREET PARKING. CLOSE TO CAMPUS

-FREE HEA1

HomoMylCB

123 1 2 S. MAIN ST. ONE BEDROOM NEWLY RENOVATED MODERN
APARTMENTS.AMENITITES INCLUDE DISHWASHERS, ON SITE LAUNDRY. BUILT IN MICROWAVES, ONE FREE PARKING PERMIT

VUt-OT-QUAM
(VMTMWTS

N

824 SIXTH ST.- TWO BEDROOM NEWLY UPDATED APARTMENTS
EACH AFFORDABLE APARTMENT HAS LARGE ROOMS. MICROWAVE,
LAUNDRY ON SITE. AND OFF STREET PARKING.

t

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

$7.00 - $12.00+Par lm
Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.hom6citvice.com

" LET OUR FRIENDLY STAFF HELP YOU WITH ALL YOUR
GRADUATE HOUSING NEEDS"

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Stop by or call us at 019) 352-5620
332 S. Main
Bowling Green

419-353-7715 t_T

NEWIPVE
RCntiklS

www.nowlovcrcntals.com
nowlovoinlo'
nowlovcrental5.com
newlovcti

Lock in your summer job now!

1-800-899 8070

WELCOME BACK!
Check out these
upcoming Student Union events:
Acoustic Guitarist— Katie Stanko
Sat., March 18th @ 8 PM
Black Swamp Pub

Management Inc.

Pamper Yourself- Presented by the Body Shop
Mon , March 20th @ 6 PM
Student Union Rm. 314
6 O'clock Talk- Scientology
Wed., March 22 @ 6 PM
Student Union Rm. 314

Acoustic Guitarist- Francisco Rojas
Wed., March 22 @ 8 PM
Black Swamp Pub

www.mttccqbtp.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com

Early Show Movie— Harry Potter & the Goblet of Fire
Fri., March 24th @ 6:30 PM
Student Union Theater

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
— Stop by office for listing! —

March-on-Over BINGO
Sat, March 25th @ 8 PM
Black Swamp Pub

V

B o

1

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
825'TV Call 419-352 1520

On selected floor plans
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Brand new apt in walking distance
Irom campus 1 bdrm. Ig living
room, no pets, off street parking
$450 mo. Available now.
419-654-5716

From Only $475!
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2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 rxlrms.
Free Inlernei/Wiilk 10 Campus

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Tvwih
I bath/ close to downtown

Helps out
Judgments
Hydrocarbon suffix
Pack animal
Star in Aquila
Abrasion
Fixative
Neckline shape
Graff of "Mr. Belvedere"
3rd baseman Rodriguez
Puerto _
Dr. Albert Robbms of "CST
Work for
See: Lat.
Too weird
32-card game
Hip ending?
Evidences sadness

i

yiYm.Macanmenis.com
906 INTERSTATE DRIVE
I \il ty> runuT »f I--3 mid Hi a-14

40
41
45
46
47
48
50
52
53
54
55
56
59
60
61
62
63
64

ACROSS
1 _ and bounds
6 1989 Nobel winner
10 Try out for weight
14 Skirt or duck
15 Marsh bird
16 Arab leader
17 Samantha Taggart of "ER"
20 Water/wine transition
21 Punches
22 Little bits
23 ATM maker
24 Anear
25 Boiling pot
26 Godlike
28 Wickedness
29 Common Market abbr.
30 Spore nursery
31 Nitwit
33 Formerly, formerly
34 Cote de Pablo of "NCIS"
37 Italian fascist

r

fttir,niJcr /& 4a3-414

DOWN
1 Dillon of "Close
Encounters..."
2 Manifests
3 Of mystic Hinduism
4 Caribbean taro
5 Yellow or Red
6 Diet guru Jenny
7 Third of nine
8 Tupperware pieces
9 Pub brew
10 Spartan serf
11 Energy source
12 Concerts' last selections
13 Divide into three
18 Classy
19 Claim on income
24 Unless, in law
25 Dnieper port
27 Bomb detonator
28 Hot tubs
31 Lecture platform
32 Fluky
33 Put in other words
35 Flower holder
36 Like a couch potato

3/4 bedroom available May.
$800 mo 640 S Summit St.
419-308 9905

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES with
the area's fastest growing music
school All instruments & early childhood music teachers are needed.
Excellent pay. professional
environment 419-878-0380 or
www. OhioM usicSchools co m jobs

pfeta^1

brought to you by

419-354-2069.
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday. March 22, noon 4 00
Student Union Ballroom
Over 50 companies recruiting!

2 bedroom house. 131 Crim.
W/D, Non-smoking, quiet area.
$70Q/mo * utilities. 419-353-3855.

_______
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Sponsored By:
■OWIN-TMOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

1045 N Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green Ohio 43402

419.353.5800
info@meccaby com

